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ABSTRACT: One of the most straightforward methods to actively control optical
functionalities of metamaterials is to apply mechanical strain deforming the
geometries. These deformations, however, leave symmetries and topologies largely
intact, limiting the multifunctional horizon. Here, we present topology manipulation
of metamaterials fabricated on flexible substrates by mechanically closing/opening
embedded nanotrenches of various geometries. When an inner bending is applied on
the substrate, the nanotrench closes and the accompanying topological change
results in abrupt switching of metamaterial functionalities such as resonance,
chirality, and polarization selectivity. Closable nanotrenches can be embedded in
metamaterials of broadband spectrum, ranging from visible to microwave. The 99.9%
extinction performance is robust, enduring more than a thousand bending cycles.
Our work provides a wafer-scale platform for active quantum plasmonics and
photonic application of subnanometer phenomena.
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Metamaterials provide novel optical functionalities, whichcan be further expanded by active control.1−5 As optical
functionalities of a metamaterial primarily depend on the meta-
atom shape,6−8 mechanical control providing its deformation is
a simple but effective method among various active control
methods.9 Several studies have successfully demonstrated
modulation of the amplitude, phase, and polarization of
electromagnetic waves by bending or stretching metamaterials
on flexible substrate.10−18 Meanwhile, topology, an important
aspect of geometry, has been hardly touched upon by
mechanical control. In most of the previous studies, the
geometric connectedness of the meta-atom was preserved
during the mechanical deformation because gluing or tearing the
metamaterial constituents requires compression of a finite
length to a zero or elongation of a zero to a finite, which is
impossible for common substrate materials.19,20 One possibility
for mechanical topology control is to use breakjunctions where
the compression/elongation problem is circumvented by the
suspended geometry. However, a breakjunction is inherently a
single point contact operating far beyond the tensile limit, which
limits scalability and durability.21−25
Here, we introduce mechanically closable nanotrenches
enabling topology changes of metamaterials, thereby switching
optical functionalities in a repeatable manner. The closable-
nanotrench metamaterials can be designed to have a broad
operating wavelength because of the inherent scalability of
photolithography. The mechanics of closable nanotrenches are
similar to those of a breakjunction, but the trench width can be
predefined on the one nanometer scale, enabling a sophisticated
capacitance design with the advantage of a picometer control
even at the very first closing operation. We first discuss the
closing mechanism of nanotrenches confirmed by scanning
electron microscopy, electrical measurement, and structural
mechanics simulation. After presenting closable-nanotrench
metamaterials whose resonance and polarization selectivity are
switchable as proof of concept devices, a more detailed analysis
of electromagnetic extinction during a nanotrench closing
follows.
Nanotrench closing is realized by inner bending of the flexible
substrate (Figure 1a), achieved by linear translation stages.
When inner bending is applied, the upper parts of the metal
layers are less compressed; thereby the nanotrench closes from
the top. Two major advantages over conventional break-
junctions should be emphasized: (1) the closable nanotrench
has a predefined geometry free of many destructive uncertainties
inherent in the breaking procedure, and (2) the nanotrench can
be uniformly extended to the wafer length.
We applied atomic layer lithography26,27 to a 250 μm thick
PET substrate to fabricate a predefined nanotrench line (see
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Supporting Information S1 for fabrication details). Atomic layer
lithography defines a trench width w as the thickness of a
sidewall dielectric spacer. Etching out the dielectric spacer
completely makes the trench closable.4,28 If not mentioned
otherwise, nanotrenches have a 150 nm height. Because the
fabrication method is compatible with photolithography,
closable nanotrenches can be fabricated with a wafer-scale
length and uniformity as shown on the top panel of Figure 1b.
Scanning electron microscope (SEM) and optical transmission
images on the bottom panel of Figure 1b visually confirm the
closing by inner bending. We note that the nanotrench at the
bottom-left SEM images has a 200 nm width by E-beam
lithography, for clearer visualization of the closing.
Figure 1. Closing mechanics and electromagnetic extinction of closable nanotrenches. (a) Schematic of closable nanotrenches operated via inner
bending. (b) SEM and optical transmission images of fabricated closable nanotrenches. Trench widths are 20 nm for the top SEM and bottom optical
images and 200 nm for the bottom SEM images. (c) Electrical resistance across an originally 30 nmwide nanotrench as the gap closes, measured for the
first and the 300th bending. The 0.2 nm scale bar is obtained from the Simmons fittings of tunneling. (d) Gap widths at the top (air side) and bottom
(substrate side) of a 30 nm wide nanotrench as a function of curvature obtained by an FEM simulation. (e) Pressure distributions for the flat and bent
cases. (f) Transmission intensities for various bending radii measured in visible−NIR, terahertz and microwave ranges, where terahertz transmission
spectra including and excluding the substrate-thickness-related Fabry-Peŕot oscillations are depicted by solid and dotted lines, respectively. The sample
geometries are given in the insets and the sample heights for microwave and terahertz/visible−NIR measurements are 100 and 150 nm, respectively.
(g) Modulation of electrical conductance and terahertz/microwave transmissions (0.5 THz and 15 GHz) during bending repetitions.
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Electrical transport across a nanotrench is a direct evidence of
the gap narrowing and finally touching. We conducted a
transport measurement on a nanotrench of 30 nm width
repeating inner bending (Supporting Information S2 for
electrical measurement details). Sudden drops near the
conductance quantum, G0 = 2e
2/h (∼1/(12 900 Ω)), indicate
the formation of atomistic metal contacts29,30 (Figure 1c). The
contact formation was reproduced even for the 300th bending
with only a slight modification of the resistance curve; the
nanotrench structure is robust against bending and contact
fatigues. Furthermore, the exponential decay of resistance before
the contact formation can be translated into the gap width using
the Simmons equation of tunneling electrons,31 providing a
built-in picometer scale ruler.
The mechanics of the nanotrench closing were investigated
using the finite element method (FEM) simulation (see
Supporting Information S3 for simulation details). The linear
decrease of the gap width with curvature 1/rc implied in the
exponential resistance decay was reproduced qualitatively
(Figure 1d). The simulation reveals that a closing speed is
faster in the upper part, by which the nanotrench closes in a
tapered geometry, circumventing the problem of incomplete
substrate compression. Pressure mapping in Figure 1e provides
an insight about how the tapering deformation works: at the
bottom of the nanotrench, the substrate resists gap closing,
pivoting the nanotrench walls to bring the upper parts closer and
eventually closed.
In terms of optics, a nanotrench can be regarded as closed
when a complete electromagnetic extinction is achieved. We did
transmission measurements in the visible−NIR, terahertz, and
microwave ranges varying the inner bending radius (see
Supporting Information S4−S6 for optical measurement
details). In the three different spectral ranges, decreased or
even zero transmission was achieved when the bending
curvature increases (Figure 1f). Such good extinction implies a
subwavelength scale uniformity of the nanotrench closing,
because electromagnetic waves would funnel through the trench
if there were unclosed gaps longer than half a wavelength.26,32 As
with the electrical transport measurement, the extinction
performance was robust against bending fatigues (Figure 1g
and Supporting Information S7 for 1000 bending cycles).
A closable nanotrench is operating as a metamaterial itself
with slot antenna functionalities but also can be embedded in a
more sophisticated geometry by carrying out additional
fabrication steps. We present examples of both. The first is an
array of square-shaped nanotrench whose symmetry and
resonance are switchable. As illustrated in Figure 2a, the flat
sample has a 4-fold symmetry with the resonant frequency at
0.28 THz. When inner bending in the vertical direction is
applied, the two horizontal sides of square are closed,
interrupting the arc-length connectivity of the square gap, by
which the 4-fold symmetry reduces to a 2-fold and the resonance
frequency is doubled to 0.54 THz. An important consequence of
the symmetry switching is the polarization selectivity. The bent
sample passes only polarization perpendicular to the unclosed
gaps as shown in Figure 2b plotting terahertz transmission with
the sample rotation angle θ.
A more sophisticated design is an array of split ring resonators
(SRRs) with an embedded nanotrench shown in Figure 2d. The
SRR patterning requires additional photolithography and ion
milling processes. The SRR has two split gaps, one of which is
closable, enabling transition between a two-gap split ring and a
Figure 2. (a−c) Switchable optical functionalities of square-shaped nanotrenches and (d−f) SRRs with a closable nanotrench. (a) Schematic for
symmetry switching and an SEM image of a square-shaped nanotrench array. The trench width is 5 nm. (b) Transmission intensities at 0.28 and 0.54
THz for the flat and bent cases, respectively, while rotating the sample. (c) Transmission spectra of the flat and bent cases along with simulation data
assuming various widths of the horizontal nanotrenches. (d) Schematic for transmitted ellipticity switching and SEM images of an array of SRRs with a
closable nanotrench of 10 nm width. (e) Transmitted ellipticity spectra for the flat and bent cases. (f) Simulation for the transmitted ellipticity
assuming the nanotrench widths of 10, 1, and 0 nm.
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one-gap split ring, possessed of right and left circular polarization
activities, respectively. Because the gaps are located at
asymmetric positions, the SRRs possess chirality, optically
manifested as a circular dichroism.33 Tilting the sample with 45°
to further elevate the circular dichroism as illustrated in the left
panel of Figure 2d, we measured ellipticity of terahertz
transmission. Switching of the circular dichroism is demon-
strated, where a left-circular polarization (LCP) for the flat
sample is in sharp contrast with the right-circular polarization
(RCP) for the bent sample (Figure 2e).
The novelty of these closable-nanotrench metamaterials is
that, because of the topological transition, their optical
functionalities are switched in a highly nonlinear manner. We
conducted FEM electromagnetic simulations for the two
Figure 3.Weakening of the metal-thickness Fabry-Peŕot resonance in a closable nanotrench of 30 nm width. (a) Transmission spectra in the closing
process measured (left) and simulated (right) in the visible−NIR range. (b) Field distributions in the vicinity of the nanotrench at resonance. (c)
Intensity (I) and wavelength (λ) of the simulated transmission peak in (a) as a function of the top width of the closable nanotrench, which is denoted as
“tapered” referring to the tapered geometry. For comparison, corresponding simulation results for the parallel geometry (wtop = wbottom; parallel) are
also presented.
Figure 4. Circuit theory analysis on terahertz pulse transmission through a closable nanotrench array of 20 nm width and 200 μm periodicity. (a)
Schematic for the terahertz pulse transmission. (b) An equivalent circuit connecting the incident and the transmitted pulses. (c) Transmission through
a bare PET substrate (reference pulse; top) and through the closable nanotrenches for various bending radii (bottom). Fitting curves (black dashed
lines) are obtained by the circuit theory (eq 1). The gray vertical line is for phase delay comparison. (d) Resistance and capacitance extracted from the
fittings. (e) Phase difference with the reference at 0.64 THz and cutoff frequency f C = 1/2πRC calculated from the resistance and capacitance.
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metamaterials varying the nanotrench widths and the results
show fair agreement with the experimental results (slot antenna:
solid and dashed lines in Figure 2c; SRR: Figure 2e, f).
Discrepancies between experimental results and simulations
originate from the ellipticity (7°@0.85 THz) of PET. Although
we normalized the signals from the SRRs on PET by dividing the
signal with that through bare PET only, the effect of the
ellipticity of PET remained due to the plasmonic coupling
between SRRs and PET. A remarkable point verified by the
simulations is that most of the changes take place in the last 1−2
nm. This is because a decrease in nanotrench width is
compensated for by an increase of the in-gap field enhancement
until the extinction mechanism discussed below begins.34 In the
following, we describe electromagnetic extinction both exper-
imentally and theoretically, in the visible−NIR regime and in the
terahertz regime.
In the visible−NIR range, gap plasmons are excited with
resonance wavelengths determined by the nanotrench height.
Therefore, transmission through a nanotrench is mediated by
Fabry-Peŕot resonances between the top and the bottom ends. A
salient feature of our tapered geometry is that the transmission is
further decreased by the asymmetry35,36 dictated by the closing
mechanics shown in Figure 1e. The Fabry-Peŕot resonance of a
closable nanotrench of 30 nm width is identified in the
transmission spectra (left panel of Figure 3a). The redshift
during the inner bending is a typical feature of the Fabry-Peŕot
resonance caused by a higher effective refractive index for a
narrower gap width.37 The transmission spectra are well
reproduced by the electromagnetic simulation using tapered
geometries obtained from a structural simulation (right panel of
Figure 3a).We note that the bumps around 1500 nmwavelength
observed only in the experiment (flat case) are caused by the
second-order diffraction of light inside the spectrometer with a
wavelength of around 750 nm. Cross-sectional field distributions
in Figure 3b reveals electric field enhancement at both ends,
confirming Fabry-Peŕot resonance in the visible−NIR range.
The effect of tapered geometry on the Fabry-Peŕot resonance
becomes clear when we compare it to a parallel geometry of the
same height.38 Figure 3c displays resonance shifts and
transmission intensities at the resonances as a function of the
gap width for the tapered and uniform-gap geometries. Although
redshift occurs for both, only the tapered geometry experiences a
significant transmission decrease because the low reflectance at
the bottom end limits the Fabry-Peŕot resonance, and thus the
field enhancement.
Terahertz and microwaves possess wavelengths that are much
longer than the nanotrench height, rendering the Fabry-Peŕot
resonances largely irrelevant.7,39−41 In addition, the larger skin
depth at these frequencies means that the induced currents flow
over the entire thickness of metal. Given that electrical contacts
are formed during a nanotrench closing, the system can be
regarded as a variable R−C circuit.42,43 The surface impedance
boundary condition and Kirchhoff’s diffraction theory44,45 allow
us to interpret incident and transmitted fields as the current
source I0 and the voltage across the gap Vgap, respectively, as
illustrated in Figure 4a, b (see Supporting Information S8 for
experimental estimation of I0 and Vgap).
To analyze changes in the R−C circuit with inner bending, we
conducted terahertz time-domain spectroscopy46,47 on a 20 nm
wide closable nanotrench array. The transmitted pulses can be
analyzed by a relation between I0 andVgap from the circuit theory
(Supporting Information S9 for the derivation):












With the two fitting parameters R and C, the transmitted pulses
are reconstructed by eq 1, showing good agreement (black
dashed lines in Figure 4c). As the bending curvature increases,
the extracted capacitance C increases from 0.23 to 1.75 pF,
whereas the resistance R decreases drastically from 5.5 to 0.03Ω
(Figure 4d). The frequency domain equivalent of eq 1
=V f X f I f( ) ( ) ( )gap gap 0 (2)
where π= − ·X f R i fC( ) 1/(1/ 2 )gap is the gap impedance,
shows that the electromagnetic screening is a result of the
impedance drop at the nanotrenches; using the language of
quantum plasmonics, the effective dielectric constant of the gap
is ϵ = + πi1 fRCgap
1
2
. If f ≪f C = 1/2πRC, capacitive charging is
shunted to the metal contacts and the screening relies on the
conductance. On the contrary, if f ≫f C, the capacitance governs
screening. Cutoff frequency f C calculated from the extracted R
and C is plotted in Figure 4e together with phase delay at the
center frequency of 0.64 THz. The cutoff frequency of 3 THz
exceeding the spectral range of the terahertz pulse (see
Supporting Information S5 for the spectrum of the reference
pulse) implies that the pulse is conductively screened, which is
confirmed by the phase shift to zero delay approaching the limit




In summary, we realized mechanically closable nanotrenches
for active electromagnetic wave control over broad spectral
ranges. The fully closable nanotrenches can be embedded in
metamaterials of various designs in a predefined and scalable
manner. We identified the deformation mechanics during a
closing operation and explained the electromagnetic wave
modulation in the visible−NIR regime and the terahertz regime.
Because a closable nanotrench enables mechanical control over
topology, it will find many applications requiring nonlinear
switching of metamaterial multifunctionalities.
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